Uncle Bim has arrived from Australia and brought Min a brand new flivver. To show their appreciation, Andy and Min decide to take him out and show him a good time. They have spent the night at a hotel and are to proceed to the beach early in the morning.

Andy and Uncle Bim over sleep and Chester goes up with a pitcher of ice-water to waken them. When Andy feels the water on his face he dreams that he is in swimming and promptly gets up on the bed and dives through the floor to the hotel lobby.

The party eventually gets started on its trip. On the way the only trouble they have is a blow out and a ticket for speeding. Arrived at the beach they decide to go fishing, at least Andy and Chester do, while Min and Uncle Bim elect to try some of the stunts. Andy fishes from a boat and after sometime hanging on to a pole he gets a bite. Its only a little feller, but awfully restless and just wont stay still nor matter how much Andy talks to it, so he picks up his gun and shoots it right where it is in the bottom of the boat. Casualty number one, Chester has dive from the pier and rescue his dad. They've had enough fishing so they stop in a tailor's and get dried up. Then go in search of Min and Uncle Bim.

They find them at a shooting gallery where Uncle Bim has been showing Min what a fine shot he is. He's busted everything in or near the gallery. The next stop is on a roller coaster. Andy rides against his will. He gets thrown on from some other ride he attempted to show Chester how to manage. The trip home is by trolley with Andy hanging on the rear.